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Coaches/Mentors are critical to the establishment of good practices in football. Their attitude to 
the game directly informs the attitude of the players under their supervision. Coach/Mentors 
must speak and act in a manner consistent with this reality. 
As a Coach/Mentor I will: 
 
As a Coach/mentor in Galway Bohemians AFC I will: 

 

• Complete Garda Vetting before commencing my role 

• Complete the safeguarding 1 course. 

• Respect the rights, dignity and worth of each person and treat each person equally within the 
context of the sport. 

• Place the health, well-being, and safety of each player above all other considerations. 

• Abide by the rules of the game. 

• Strive to develop an appropriate working relationship with each player based on mutual 
respect. 

• Have regard for the code when working with young players in the game. 

• Guide players to accept responsibility for their own behaviour and performance. 

• Ensure that the activities and strategies they direct and advocate are appropriate for the age, 
maturity, experience and ability of players involved. 

• Clarify with the players (and where the players are under the age of 18, their parents) exactly 
what is expected of them and also what they are entitled to expect from the Coach/Mentor. 

• Co-operate with specialists within the game e.g. other coaches, officials, sport scientists, 
doctors, and physiotherapists, etc. in the best interest of players. 

• Be knowledgeable with the laws of the game and the rules of any competition in which a team 
under their stewardship is participating. 

• Encourage players to adhere to the club’s code of conduct for players. 

• Observe the highest standards of integrity and fair dealing. 

• Promote a positive approach to the game e.g. fair play, honest endeavour and genuine 
teamwork. 

• Consistently display high standards of behaviour and comment. 

• Demonstrate due respect towards match officials. 

• Accept the decisions of the match officials 

 

 
As a Coach/mentor in Galway Bohemians AFC I will not: 

 

• Place excessive pressure on children to perform to unrealistically high expectations. 

• Subscribe to the ethos of “win at all costs”. 

• Exert undue influence to obtain personal benefit or reward. 

• Verbally abuse players, match officials or opposing supporters. This cannot be accepted in any 
shape or form. 

• Use or tolerate the use of inappropriate language. 

• Encourage or condone violations of the laws of the game, behaviour contrary to the spirit of 
the game, or the use of questionable strategies or tactics. 

• Encourage or condone the use of prohibited substances. 

• Never regard players or match officials as fair targets for ignorant or abusive behaviour. 

• Criticise a player for making a mistake – mistakes are part of learning. 
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In Galway Bohemians AFC we want children to have fun and develop skills in a safe and Fair Play 
environment where standards of behaviour are just as important as winning. We recognise that 
competition and winning is an important goal but winning at all costs does not meet the needs of 
young players. 

 
Galway Bohemians AFC are aware that recent research would suggest that increasing numbers of 
children are leaving sport between the ages of eight and thirteen. A number of the most common 
reasons given were that sport was no longer fun, they did not get to play and an overemphasis on 
winning. Therefore, we must make every effort to ensure that we keep a balanced approach to 
competition, make sure all players get a chance to play and strive to keep the fun in soccer. 

 
Children in Galway Bohemians AFC are entitled to: 

 
• Be safe 
• Be treated with dignity, sensitivity and respect 
• Participate in soccer on an equal basis, appropriate to their ability and stage of 

development. 
• Galway Bohemians AFC have decided that all players are entitled to a minimum playing time 

of 15 minutes per match. (Consult League rules in this regard) Criteria for team selection 
should be clearly defined. 

• Be happy, have fun and enjoy soccer 
• Make a complaint in an appropriate way and have it dealt with through a proper and 

effective complaints procedure 
• Be afforded appropriate confidentiality 
• Be listened to and to be believed 
• Have a voice in the running of the club 

 
 
Making sport fun. 
 

In promoting “Sport for Fun” we in Galway Bohemians AFC will insist on: 
 

• Encouraging participation and fun 
• Promoting the development of skills as opposed to winning at all costs 
• Ensure a minimum playing time of 15 minutes per match per player (time may vary 

according to League Rules) 
• Emphasising and praising effort 
• Acting as a good role models 
• Insisting on Fair Play (we will take off offending players) 
• Being realistic with our expectations 
• Being aware of childrens feelings 
• Teaching players to respect different cultures 

• Teaching players that standards of behaviour are just as important as winning 
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Spectators/Parents in Galway Bohemians AFC should: 

 

• Remember that although children play organised soccer they are not miniature 
professionals.  

• Children play soccer to develop their skills, to have fun and enjoy the game. 

• Be on your best behaviour and lead by example. The behaviour of a teams supporters will 
often be remembered long after the result of the game. Be remembered for the right 
reasons. 

• Applaud good play, sportsmanship and best effort by the visiting team as well as your own. 

• Welcome and respect all your teams opponents. Without them there would be no match. 

• Condemn the use of violence in all forms at every opportunity. 

• Respect the match officials decisions. 

• Remain outside the field of play or within the Designated Spectators’ Areas. 

• Let the coach do their job and not confuse the players by telling them what to do. 

• Support the coach’s decisions and discuss any concerns directly with the coach. 

• Watch and be familiar with the Coach/Parents Education Video on www.fai.ie. 

 

Spectators/Parents in Galway Bohemians AFC should not: 

 

• Place excessive pressure on children to perform to unrealistically high expectations. 

• Verbally abuse players, match officials or opposing supporters. This cannot be accepted in 
any shape or form. 

• Never regard players or match officials as fair targets for ignorant or abusive behaviour. 

• Criticise a player for making a mistake – mistakes are part of learning. 

 

============================================================ 

 

In Galway Bohemians AFC we want children to have fun and develop skills in a safe and Fair Play 
environment where standards of behaviour are just as important as winning. We recognise that 
competition and winning is an important goal but winning at all costs does not meet the needs of 
young players. 

 
Galway Bohemians AFC are aware that recent research would suggest that increasing numbers of 
children are leaving sport between the ages of eight and thirteen. A number of the most common 
reasons given were that sport was no longer fun, they did not get to play and an overemphasis on 
winning. Therefore, we must make every effort to ensure that we keep a balanced approach to 
competition, make sure all players get a chance to play and strive to keep the fun in soccer. 

 
Children in Galway Bohemians AFC are entitled to: 

 
• Be safe 
• Be treated with dignity, sensitivity and respect 
• Participate in soccer on an equal basis, appropriate to their ability and stage of 

development. 
• Galway Bohemians AFC have decided that all players are entitled to a minimum playing time 

of 15 minutes per match. (Consult League rules in this regard) Criteria for team selection 
should be clearly defined. 

• Be happy, have fun and enjoy soccer 
• Make a complaint in an appropriate way and have it dealt with through a proper and 

effective complaints procedure 
• Be afforded appropriate confidentiality 
• Be listened to and to be believed 
• Have a voice in the running of the club 
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As players are constantly in the glare of public attention and are widely recognised as the most 
important people in the sport, there is a considerable onus upon them to speak and act in a 
manner which promotes all that is good about the game and the club. As a player, I will: 

 

Children should also be encouraged to realise that they also have responsibilities to treat other 
children, fellow players, coaches and volunteers with the same degree of fairness and respect. 

 

In this regard Players in Galway Bohemians AFC should undertake to: 

 

• play fairly, do their best and have fun 

• be on their best behaviour at all times 

• abide by all club rules 

• make high standards of Fair Play the standard others want to follow 

• respect opponents, they are not the enemy, they are partners in a sporting event 

• shake hands before and after the match, whoever wins 

• give opponents a hand if they are injured, put the ball out of play so they can get 
attention 

• accept apologies from opponents when they are offered  

• respect fellow team members and support them both when they do well and when things 
go wrong 

• treat players from minority groups with the same respect you show other people 

• be modest in victory and be unruffled in defeat- “Be A Bohemian” 

 

Players in Galway Bohemians AFC should not: 

 

• cheat 

• use abusive language, or argue with, the referee, officials, team mates or opponents 

• use violence, use physical contact only when it is allowed within the rules 

• bully 

• tell lies about teammates, coaches or Club Officials 

• spread rumours 

• take banned substances to improve performance 

• behave in any manner that may bring the name of Galway Bohemians AFC into disrepute 

 

 

In addition to the Players Code of Conduct, Child Players in Galway Bohemians AFC should: 

 

• approach the club Children’s Officer with any questions or concerns they might have. 
Coaches and parents should encourage children to speak out and support them in doing 
so 

 
In addition to the Players Code of Conduct, Child Players in Galway Bohemians AFC should not: 
 

• keep secrets about any person who may have caused them harm 


